Introduction
Biometrics methods of human identification have gained much attention recently, mainly because they easily deal with most problems of traditional identification. In biometrics human identification systems users are identified by who they are, not by something they have to remember or carry with them. In fact, only biometrics methods truly identify humans, not keys and cards they posses or passwords they should remember.
There are many well known implemented methods of human identification (face, iris, retina, etc.), but still novel and innovative solutions are proposed. Some of the new biometrics modalities are: human scent recognition, EEG biometrics, skin spectroscopy, finger-veins and finger-nails recognition [1] [2] .
Currently, new and unusual prints left in the crime-scene are taken into account by the police and forensic specialists. Such novel procedures include earprints, noseprints, forehead-prints as well as shoeprints [3] [4] [5] .
In the following sections lips and palmprint recognition as well as 2D ear biometrics are discussed. We propose novel feature extraction methods from lips, palm and ear images and we discuss the achieved results.
Lip Shape Recognition
One of the most interesting emerging method of human identification, which originates from the criminal and forensic practice (cheiloscopy), is human lips recognition [3] .
The fact that lip features may be unique for humans have been confirmed by Yasuo Tsuchihasi and Kazuo Suzuki in their studies at Tokio University (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) . They examined 1364 subjects form 3 to 60 years of age of both genders. Their research proved that lip characteristics are unique and unchangeable (stable) for each examined person [3] [6] .
Lip prints characteristics have been successfully used in forensics experts and criminal police practice. While examining human lips characteristics, most often, the anatomical patterns on the lips are taken into account. For example in a pioneer of cheiloscopy and otoscopy professor J. Kasprzak defined 23 lip patterns [3] . Such patterns (lines, bifurcations, bridges, pentagons, dots, lakes, crossings, triangles etc.) are similar to fingerprint, iris or palmprint patterns.
However, in image analysis computer recognition system, such features cannot be used since it is hard to extract them from acquired images. Therefore in our approach we do not use lipprints' features, but we focus on characteristics extracted from lip/face images.
Automated lips recognition have not been extensively researched so far, but some very promising results were achieved by HMM and PCA methods [7] .
In our research we decided to examine the possibility of recognizing lips from face images. We designed computer vision application to recognize humans on the basis of their extracted lips' shape and color features.
In the first step lips are detected from face images. Then we perform segmentation, binarization and size normalization. Most of known lips detection methods proposed so far, had been designed for speech recognition and tracking [8] We modified a method based on color discriminates proposed by Kubanek [11] . In our case color discriminates are calculated not only in the RGB space, but in the HSV and Y U V color spaces as well.
The sample results of our lips detection algorithm from lower face images are presented in the Figure 2 .
Then we calculate color features of the masked out lips and we merge them with shape features of the binarized lips. We calculate color statistics and moments as well as a set of standard geometrical parameters and the moments of Hu and Zernike. We calculate statistical color features in three types of color spaces: RGB, HSV and Y U V . Features are calculated separately for each channel in the used color spaces. Moreover, we use the MONO channel of the monochromatic image. Final shape-color feature vector consists of the following features:
• central moments
• 7 Hu moments
• Zernike moments up to 3rd order
• maximum density -number of pixels of the most common intensity in the image
• minimum density -number of pixels of the least common intensity in the image
p ij where i and j are the pixel coordinates
2 where i and j are the pixel coordinates
In the experiments we used our own database of lower face images. We acquired 3 images per person. Database used in our experiments consists of 3 images from 38 people (114 images).
Human lips recognition results before and after the feature selection step are shown in Table 1 .
So far the major problem of our system is the lips detection step. We detect lips easily from face images captured especially for lip recognition project (lower face only - Figure 2 (left)).
Palmprint Biometrics
Palmprint recognition is another biometrics technique originating from forensic science. Palmprint is a perfect biometric identifier because of its stability and uniqueness. The rich texture feature information of human palmprint places palmprint as one of the powerful means in personal identification and authentication.
Palmprint verification system is one of the most interesting biometrics approaches which offers significant advantages; it is non-intrusive, user-friendly, requires low spatial resolution imaging and has stable as well as unique features [12] .
Palmprints are stable and show high accuracy in representing the identity of each individual [13] . Thus, they have been commonly used in law enforcement and forensic environments. 3. texture features of the skin.
In our palmprint recognition experiments we used both scanned hands dataset and hands photos dataset. We also performed some experiments on a hand dataset acquired by cellphone with digital camera.
Firstly, we perform palm detection and segmentation. We developed original methodology, in which standard square-shape palm detection is merged with polygon-shape palm detection. Polygon shape detection is based on characteristic (fiducial) hand geometry points detection. Such approach increased both detection and recognition efficiency of our palmprint biometrics system.
After detection, segmentation and normalization (size and orientation) steps, we calculate a set of palmprint texture features and Zernike Moments. Moreover, since we detect not only square-palm image, but also polygon-shape-palm images we calculate shape features of detected palm polygon.
Future Work
So far, we have experimented with hand-palm biometric features in order to build multimodal biometrics system. Our next goal is to enhance hand-palm information with knuckle-biometrics, to create 3-Type-feature biometric system.
We are aware of the strong trend to search for perspective and novel biometrics methods that can enable to improve identification rates and can overcome limitations of single biometrics systems.
Therefore, we believe that one-sensor (camera) multimodal hand-palm-knuckle biometrics based on shapetexture information is a promising direction of biometrics research.
Knuckles have not been considered as biometrics so far, apart from the work by Morales et. al [16] .
We decided to examine if knuckles texture information may improve the effectiveness and reliability of our hand-palm system. So far we have developed an algorithm to detect and segment knuckles from the hand image ( Figure 7 ). Now, we perform intense research to select best features for knuckles recognition. We mainly focus on texture features and Zernike moments features.
Another trend in a biometrics community is to use mobile-phones and handhelds camera images in biometrics systems and applications [17] .
Therefore, now we create 3-Type (hand+palmprint+knuckles) image database acquired by mobile-phones. We plan to use such images in our further research in order to create mobile identification application.
Ear Biometrics
The human ear is a perfect source of data for passive person identification in many applications. In a growing need for security in various public places, ear biometrics seems to be a good solution, since ears are visible and their images can be easily taken, even without the examined person's knowledge. Then the robust feature extraction method can be applied to determine personality of individuals, for instance users of access control system or terrorists at the airports and stations.
Human ears have been used as major feature in forensic science for many years (for example in airplane crashes). Earprints, found on the crime scene, have been used as a proof in over few hundred cases in the Netherlands and the United States. Nowadays, police and forensic specialists use earprints as a standard proof of identity [18] [19] .
There are many advantages of using the ear as a source of data for human identification. Firstly, the ear is one of the most stable human anatomical feature, as found by Iannarelli [4] [20] . It does not change considerably during human life. Furthermore, the ear is one of our sensors, therefore it is usually visible (not hidden underneath anything) to enable good hearing.
It is also important that ear biometrics is also highly accepted biometrics by users in possible access control applications. According to users, ear biometrics is less stressful than fingerprinting. Moreover, our test users admitted that they would feel less comfortable while taking part in face images enrolment (people tend to care how they look on photographs) [21] .
Furthermore, in ear biometrics there is no need to touch any devices and therefore there are no problems with hygiene. Even though ear biometrics have not been implemented commercially so far, there are some known methods of feature extraction from ear images.
Recently, ear biometrics has gained some interest and several ear identification methods based on image analysis have been proposed. The geometrical method proposed by Burge and Burger [22] was based on building neighborhood graph from Voronoi diagrams of the detected edges. Hurley et al. [23] introduced a method based on energy features of the image. Another method used by Chang et al. [24] , in the experiment comparing ear and face properties in order to successfully identify humans in various conditions, was based on PCA. Another approach to ear image feature extraction based on macrofeatures extracted by compression networks was presented by Moreno et al. [25] . In [26] authors developed a new approach to ear biometrics based on Haar wavelets. After ear detection step, Haar Wavelet Transformation is applied and wavelet coefficients are computed. Authors performed their experiments on two ear datasets (from Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur and from Saugor University) and report accuracy of about 96% on both databases.
The possibility of human identification on the basis of 3D images have been extensively researched lately. Various approaches towards multimodal 2D+3D ear biometrics as well as 3D ear biometrics have been developed and published [27] [28]. Chen and Bhanu proposed 3D ear recognition based on local shape descriptor as well as ICP algorithm. Their results of ear detection, matching and identification are close to 100% recognition rate [27] . Yan and Bowyer developed three approaches to 3D ear recognition problem: edge-based, ICP and 3D-PCA. They designed fully automated ear recognition system and achieved satisfactory results of 97.6% Rank-1 recognition [28] . We developed several methods of geometrical feature extraction from ear images [29] [30] [31] . The proposed 'Geometrical Parameters Methods' had been motivated by actual procedures used in the police and forensic evidence search applications. In reality, procedures of handling ear evidence (earprints and/or ear photographs) are based on geometrical features such as size, width, height and earlobe topology [4] .
We developed and tested the following methods in order to extract distinctive geometrical features from human ear 2D images:
• concentric circles based method -CCM ,
• contour tracing method -CT M ,
• angle-based contour representation method -ABM ,
• triangle ratio method -GP M − T RM ,
• shape ratio method -GP M − SRM . Moreover, in our work the contour detection algorithm and the method of ear contour image processing in order to select the most meaningful contours have been developed. Ear pre-classification method based on the longest contour orientation have also been proposed.
Our methods were tested in laboratory-conditions. His ear image database was created in the controlled environment. The most effective methods were GP M and CT M . The Receiver Operating Characteristic curves for each of the geometrical method are presented in Figure 8 .
It is noticeable that even though all of the proposed techniques are developed to solve the same image processing task, many totally different methodologies and algorithms have been developed. Such situation proves that ear biometrics lately gained much interest and popularity in computer science community. It also may be the indication that ear biometrics will become one of a standard means of human identification in unimodal or hybrid biometrics systems.
Conclusions
In the article we presented various approaches and solutions to a problem of human identification for auto- Figure 8 : The Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve describing CCM, ABM, CTM and GPM methods (from left to right) [31] . mated biometrics, criminal and forensics applications. We proposed novel methods of feature extraction from lips, palmprint and ear images.
After experiments we may conclude that these emerging methods, originating from manual criminal and forensic applications, may be used in automated computer vision human identification systems.
Since most of the well-known biometrics human identification methods have some drawbacks, the idea of building multimodal (hybrid) biometrics systems is gaining lot of attention. Due to its advantages lip, palmprint and ear biometrics might support other methods such as iris, fingerprint or face recognition.
